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Renewal Rate Calculation

Policy B is being paid
in instalments. You
don’t have the full
renewal!

Policy D was renewed as
a 3 year contract. We
should get credit for that!

Here are some common methods to calculate renewal.
Policy F was intentionally
not renewed. It should not
i) Policy count = 8/10 = 80%
count!
ii) Renewed premium (t=2)/starting premium (t=1) =
8660/8700 = 99.5%
Policy G is part of a package
deal
written (t=1)
out of= another
iii) Renewed premium (t=1)/starting
premium
5800/8700 = 67%
office. We have no control
over it so= don't
include
it!
iv) Option (ii) but remove rate movements
99%/1.1
= 90%

In Year 2 rates were increased by 10%

We managed to achieve these
renewals despite pushing
through a 10% rate increase.
Factor that in!

Policy K was a renewal of a
2 year contract written in
Year 0. It should be
included!

Different Sources
Some common sources of data

Finance Landscape
Based on financial period view, can include
budgeted numbers or forecasts. Items are
aggregated and extra items introduced that are
not policy specific e.g. expense, IBNR, capital costs

Policy wording
Most granular and detailed
information, specific to each
risk

KPI & Internal Monitoring
Can be flexible and varied by function

Actuarial Data

Underwriting System

External Reporting

Contains exposure and profitability
information, can contain business pitched
for but not proceeded with e.g. success
rate, client relationship scores

Usually standardised between insurers but
there can be differences in approach

Policy Administration System
Focuses on actual written business and reported
claims and exposure contains standard policy
metrics e.g. premium and costs. Non standard
conditions may be entered in a free form text field

Legislative comparison
Labuan FSA
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The truth depends on where
you are standing

What do you think?
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Results from an EMEA
survey few years back …

Source: Deloitte EMEA Insurance data analytics study 2017

What’s your involvement in data?
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Does this surprise anyone?
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Solutions?
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No one size fits all
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Company-level actions requiring leadership support
Potential areas to consider or influence
Data governance
✓ Review design and operating
effectiveness of data governance
framework at organisation level

Key elements

Data management
processes
✓ Review policies, standards and
procedures relating to data
management. Are these fit for
purpose to deal with nature and
complexity of data that is now being
managed?
✓ Review processes to manage
consistency and integrity of data

Ownership and
accountability
✓ Identify ownership and accountability
for data across the organisation
✓ At all levels of the data value chain.
For example:
• Responsibilities of those
responsible for data collection
• Senior executive responsibilities
for governance, data integrity
and data security.

Technology and
capabilities
✓ Are appropriate tools in place to
mange data in the right way (e.g. tools
to manage security, to prevent data
loss)? Are these fit for purpose to deal
with nature and complexity of data
that is now being managed?
✓ Is there right capability to manage
data in the organisation and to
champion governance processes?

Data catalogue
✓ It is important to know what data
exists and where. Maintain a data
catalogue to enable users to track
data assets and access the right source
of truth
✓ How is metadata being managed
presently? Is it fit for purpose to deal
with nature and complexity of data
that is now being managed?

Actuaries are part of the solution
Immediate actions that GI actuaries may find useful
1

Develop reconciliation/walks for explaining differences between two sources

Illustrative reconciliation based on earlier example

Finance

Actuaries
Underwriting
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How strong is the collaboration between technical staff and business data users? Actuaries are
well placed to bridge the gap in an insurance company and should have influence and oversight
during development of key data assets.
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Get involved – actuaries have deep knowledge and understanding of an insurers’ operations and
its data. Enable analytics projects to use the most relevant information and remain cutting-edge.
Pitfall: If you claim your data is the source of truth you may become responsible for producing
metrics for other teams!
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It is important for an organisation to get to know what data is available to them and how to gain
access to it. Two practical recommendations to do this are:
• create a data catalogue
• identify data scouts

Finance Landscape

KPI & Internal Monitoring

Policy wording

Actuaries

Underwriting System

External Reporting

Policy Administration System

